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Abstract. The knowledge of XML schema of XML documents is a cru-
cial aspect to ensure that we work with correct data, as well as a key
optimization approach to XML data processing. In this paper we pro-
vide an overview of research topics related to XML schemas that we
have been dealing with during our work on Information Society Project
(1ET100300419). We briefly describe the current state of the art and
open problems we have encountered in particular areas, the results we
have acquired, as well as remaining open issues and ongoing aims we
have stated.

1 Introduction

Without any doubt the XML [14] is currently a de-facto standard for data rep-
resentation. Its popularity is given by the fact that it is well-defined, easy-to-use
and, at the same time, enough powerful. To enable users to specify own allowed
structure of XML documents, so-called XML schema, the W3C1 proposed two
languages – DTD [14] and XML Schema [64, 11]. The former one is directly a
part of XML specification and due to its simplicity it is one of the most pop-
ular formats for schema specification. The latter language was proposed later,
in reaction to the lack of constructs of DTD. The key emphasis is put on sim-
ple types, object-oriented features (such as user-defined data types, inheritance,
substitutability, etc.) and reusability of parts of a schema or whole schemas.

An XML schema of XML documents is currently exploited mainly for two
purposes – data-exchange and optimization. In general, almost any approach
that deals with XML data can benefit from the knowledge of their structure, i.e.
XML schema. The only question is to what extent. But, on the other hand, sta-
tistical analyses of real-world XML data show that a significant portion of XML
documents (52% [29] of randomly crawled or 7.4% [43] of semi-automatically
collected) still have no schema at all. What is more, XML Schema definitions
(XSDs) are used even less (only for 0.09% [29] of randomly crawled or 38%
[43] of semi-automatically collected XML documents) and even if they are used,
they often (in 85% of cases [9]) define so-called local tree grammars [45], i.e.
1 www.w3.org



languages that can be defined using DTD as well. Consequently, it is necessary
to focus on research dealing with XML schemas and to extend its popularity
and exploitation.

In this paper we provide an overview of research topics that we have been
dealing with during our work on Information Society Project (1ET100300419)
[2]. We briefly describe the current state of the art and open problems we have
encountered in particular areas, the results we have acquired, as well as remaining
open issues and ongoing aims we have stated.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction
to XML schema languages recommended by the W3C. Section 3 deals with
design of XML schemas and Section 4 with a related topic of their inference.
Section 5 describes selected ways of exploitation of XML schemas. In Section
6 we discuss the problems caused by their evolution. And, finally, Section 7
provides conclusions.

2 XML Schema Languages

The simplest and most popular language for description of the allowed structure
of XML documents is currently the Document Type Definition (DTD) [14]. It
enables one to specify allowed elements, attributes and their mutual relation-
ships, order and number of occurrences of subelements, data types and allowed
occurrences of attributes. A simple example describing a database of employees
is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. An example of a DTD of employees

At first glance it seems that the specification of the allowed structure is
sufficient. Nevertheless, even in this simple example we can find several problems.
For instance, we are not able to specify the correct structure of an e-mail address.
Similarly, we cannot simply specify that a person can have four e-mail addresses
at maximum. And, as we can see, the fact that the order of elements first and
surname is not significant cannot be expressed simply as well. Therefore, the
W3C proposed a more powerful tool – the XML Schema language [64, 11]. For



example, an XSD equivalent2 to the example of a DTD in Figure 1 is depicted
in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. An example of an XSD of employees

In general, the constructs of XML Schema can be divided into basic, advanced
and auxiliary. The basic constructs involve simple data types (simpleType),
complex data types (complexType), elements (element), attributes (attribute),
groups of elements (group) and groups of attributes (attributeGroup). Simple
data types involve both built-in data types (except for ID, IDREF, IDREFS), such
as, e.g., string, integer, date, etc., as well as user-defined data types derived
from existing simple types using simpleType construct. Complex data types en-
able one to specify both content models of elements and their sets of attributes.
2 Having the same set of document instances.



The content models can involve ordered sequences (sequence), choices (choice),
unordered sequences (all), groups of elements (group) or their allowable com-
binations. Similarly, they enable one to derive new complex types from existing
ones. Elements simply join simple/complex types with respective element names
and, similarly, attributes join simple types with attribute names. And, finally,
groups of elements and attributes enable one to globally mark selected schema
fragments and exploit them repeatedly in various parts using so-called references.
In general, basic constructs are present in almost all XSDs.

The set of advanced constructs involves type substitutability and substitu-
tion groups, identity constraints (unique, key, keyref) as well as related simple
data types (ID, IDREF, IDREFS) and assertions (assert, report). Type substi-
tutability and substitution groups enable one to change data types or allowed
location of elements. Identity constraints enable one to restrict allowed values of
elemets/attributes to unique/key values within a specified area and to specify
references to them. Similarly, assertions specify additional conditions that the
values of elements/attributes need to satisfy, i.e. they can be considered as an
extension of simple types.

The set of auxiliary constructs involves wildcards (any, anyAttribute), ex-
ternal schemas (include, import, redefine), notations (notation) and anno-
tations (annotation).

3 Design of XML Schemas

The first problem related to XML schemas is naturally their design. Designing
XML schemas has been solved intensively in recent research. However, since
XML is applied at different layers of information systems (such as database, data
exchange or presentation layer), it is still a hot topic. There can be various XML
schemas in a particular system and an effective tool for their design would be
really helpful. On the other hand, it is believed that it is easier for data designers
to work firstly at a level abstracted from technical details of a particular logical
data model such as XML.

During past decades, conceptual modeling has proved itself that it could pro-
vide a good level of such abstraction. Motivated by this experience, researchers
have developed various conceptual models for XML data. A common idea of
these approaches is that a designer first designs a conceptual diagram of an
XML schema. The conceptual diagram is then translated to a representation
in an XML schema language automatically. The resulting XML schema can be
further edited if necessary. This provides a sufficient level of abstraction from
technical details of XML schema languages.

There are several existing approaches to conceptual modeling for XML. These
approaches are based on the ER model (such as [17, 28, 58, 60]) or the UML class
model (such as [8, 46, 59]). They extend ER or UML with new constructs for
modeling how the data is represented in XML documents utilizing special fea-
tures of XML such as hierarchical and irregular structure, ordering, and mixing
structured and unstructured data.



However, recent approaches have ignored the fact that XML is applied at
different layers of information systems as we already mentioned. E.g., at the
database layer, we need to store data in XML formats optimized for the storage.
At the data exchange layer, we need to publish data in XML formats suiting the
requirements of our partners. And, not finally, at the presentation layer, we need
to present the data in XML formats suiting the requirements of different groups
of users viewing the data from different perspectives. These typical scenarios
show that there is not a single XML schema in the system, but several XML
schemas describing various XML formats applied in different situations. On the
other hand, these formats usually represent the same data, e.g. data on cus-
tomers, products or purchases. Therefore, the same concept can be represented
in various XML formats in different ways. Current methods for designing XML
schemas are not sufficient in these situations because they require to model each
XML format with a different conceptual diagram that is not related to concep-
tual diagrams modeling other XML formats. Therefore, different representations
of the same concepts in various XML formats are modeled separately. This leads
to repeating information in the conceptual diagrams which brings problems not
only during the design of XML formats but also during their later maintenance.

In our work, we developed a conceptual model that allows to design such XML
formats more easily and effectively. This is because we do not consider XML
formats to be designed in separate conceptual diagrams. Instead, we consider
two layers of abstraction. First, a conceptual diagram that describes the problem
domain (i.e. data) independently of its representations in various XML formats is
designed. A particular XML format is then designed as a separate diagram that
is semi-automatically derived from the conceptual diagram. This diagram uses
the components of the conceptual diagram and specifies how they are represented
in the XML format. This description can then be automatically translated to
a representation in an XML schema language. There can be various diagrams
derived from the same conceptual diagram, each describing a separate XML
format. The designed XML formats represent the same data, modeled by the
conceptual diagram, but in different ways. The conceptual diagram therefore
serves as an interrelation of the XML formats at the conceptual level.

Our results in this area were published in several papers and their summary
forms a Ph.D. thesis [50]. In [47] we provided a complete survey of the area. In
[48], we published a first version of the conceptual model. In [55], we extended the
model for modeling XML keys and in [56] we provided constructs for modeling
IS-A hierarchies.

3.1 Conceptual Model for XML

Our approach to conceptual modeling for XML resembles an approach to data
design (or generally system design) called Model-Driven Architecture (MDA).
MDA considers several models that allow to describe data on different levels
of abstraction. Two of the models are interesting for us: Platform-Independent
Model (PIM) and Platform-Specific Model (PSM). From our point of view, the



Fig. 3. Company PIM diagram

platform is XML. A PIM diagram is a conceptual diagram of the problem do-
main. A PSM diagram describes how a certain portion of the PIM diagram is
represented in a given XML format. In the remainder of this section, we use the
MDA notation for our two abstraction layers. We therefore call them Platform-
Independent Model and Platform-Specific Model, respectively.

As a Platform-Independent Model (PIM), we apply the well-known
UML class model. We consider only its basic modeling constructs, i.e. classes for
modeling concepts and binary associations for modeling relationships between
the concepts. Classes can have attributes that model relevant characteristics of
the concepts.

Example 1. Figure 3 shows a sample PIM diagram modeling the problem do-
main of a business company. For example, there is a class Customer modeling
customers. It has attributes customer-no, name and email modeling relevant cus-
tomer characteristics. An example association is makes. It connects the classes
Customer and Purchase and models that customers make purchases.

The next step is to specify how the concepts and relationships modeled by the
PIM diagram are represented in particular XML formats. For this, we propose
a Platform-Specific Model (PSM) that is also based on the UML class
model but adds some extensions for modeling XML specifics. Each PSM diagram
models one XML format. It specifies what classes and associations from the PIM
diagram are represented in the XML format and how.

Example 2. Figure 4 shows two sample PSM diagrams that model the two XML
formats. The right-hand side diagram models an XML format for purchase re-
quests while the other models an XML format for product catalogs. The PSM
diagrams are derived from the PIM diagram in Figure 3. It can be easily seen that



both formats represent products and related concepts but in different ways that
respect the needs of respective users and situations in which the users process
the data.

Fig. 4. Purchase and Catalogue PSM diagram

Similarly to PIM, PSM diagrams contain classes and binary associations.
However, their formal semantics is different. A PSM class represents a PIM
class and models XML elements that represent instances of the PIM class in
the corresponding XML documents. The name of the XML elements is given
by an element label depicted above the PSM class. The PSM class can have
one or more attributes of the PIM class that are represented as XML attributes
in the XML documents. Each PSM class has a content composed of the PSM
associations going from the class and other components assigned to the class (i.e.
attribute containers, content containers, and content choices described later). A
PSM association represents a path composed of PIM associations in the PIM
diagram. It specifies that an instance of its child is nested in an instance of its
parent if the instances are associated by the path. Therefore, associations model
the required hierarchical structure of the XML format. PSM further offers the
following extending constructs:

– Attribute container modeling that some attributes of a PSM class are rep-
resented as XML elements not XML attributes. It is depicted using a box
containing the attributes.

– Content container modeling an XML element enclosing a part of the XML
code modeled by a PSM class. It is depicted using a box containing the name
of the XML element.

– Content choice modeling variants in a content. It is depicted using a circle
containing symbol |.

– Structural representative is a PSM class that inherits the attributes and
content from another PSM class. It is depicted using a dashed box.



Example 3. Figure 4 shows an attribute container assigned to the PSM class
Item. The container contains two attributes, amount and unit-price, and specifies
that the attributes are represented in the XML format as XML elements not
attributes. The figure also shows a content container its assigned to the PSM
class Purchase. It contains a PSM association going to Item and models that
the XML code modeled by the association is enclosed in an XML element its.
Further, the figure shows a content choice assigned to Purchase. It contains two
PSM associations going to Messenger and Van, respectively. It models that an
XML element purchase-request contains an XML element messenger or van
but not both. Finally, the figure shows a structural representative of a PSM class
Category. It models that categories can contain subcategories.

Currently, we are finishing a prototype implementation of a case tool for de-
signing XML schemas using the proposed conceptual model [3]. In our future
work, we will demonstrate the power of the proposed model by modeling se-
lected standardized XML schema languages such as ISO20020 [1]. We are also
dealing with other related problems, as described in the following subsections.
The results published in the Ph.D. thesis will be also published as a book [51].

3.2 Reverse-Engineering of XML Schemas

To be applicable in practice, an approach to conceptual modeling for XML must
be supplemented with so-called reverse engineering capabilities. This is because
in current information systems, several XML formats are already applied. Even
though there usually exists a UML class diagram or an ER diagram that de-
scribes the data at the conceptual level, the XML formats are designed sepa-
rately from this diagram. Data designers usually type them manually directly
in an XML schema language. Therefore, the resulting XML schemas are not ex-
plicitly mapped to the conceptual diagram which makes the maintenance of the
system harder (e.g. data evolution, change impact analysis, etc.). Suppose for
example that we need to make a change in an XML schema, e.g. to add a new
element. This change can cause additional changes in other XML schemas as
well. Today, it is necessary to identify these additional changes manually which
is time-consuming and error-prone. If we had a conceptual diagram and each
XML schema was mapped to the conceptual diagram, we could propagate the
change to the conceptual diagram first. And from here, we could propagate the
change to other XML schemas automatically. This would greatly automatize the
whole evolution process and enable more effective maintenance of all the XML
schemas.

In [52], we proposed a new method for reverse engineering of XML schemas
to conceptual diagrams. In particular, we showed how to map existing XML
schemas to an existing conceptual diagram, i.e. a PIM diagram in the terminol-
ogy adopted in this paper. The result of such a process is that the semantics of
the components of the XML schemas is expressed in terms of the PIM diagram.
In other words, the XML schemas are explicitly interrelated at the conceptual



level. Because manual reverse engineering would be a time-consuming and error-
prone activity, we proposed a semi-automatic reverse engineering method, i.e. a
method that is still performed by a data designer but supported by a computer.

In the proposed solution, we assume a set of existing XML schemas and a
UML class diagram modeling the same information as modeled by the XML
schemas. For a given XML schema, the goal is to construct a PSM diagram that
describes the same XML format as the XML schema but uses the components
of the PIM diagram. We proceed in two steps. In the first step, a first approxi-
mation of the PIM diagram is mechanically derived from the XML schema. In
the second step, the first approximation is refined by mapping its components
to the components of the PIM diagram. While the first step is fully automatic,
the second step must be assisted by a designer. Our algorithm only suggests best
candidates for mapping but the final decision must be done by the designer. For
making suggestions we measure the following similarities between the compo-
nents of the first approximation and the components of the PIM diagram:

1. String similarity of the names of concepts and their attributes.
2. Graph structure similarity of the close neighborhood of concepts.

The result of the reverse-engineering process is a set of PSM diagrams mod-
eling the same XML formats as modeled by the input XML schemas. The PSM
diagrams organize the components of the input PIM diagram into the corre-
sponding XML formats. Therefore, they serve as mappings between the XML
schemas and the PIM diagram. A problem occurs if the PIM diagram does not
cover the whole domain represented in the XML schemas. In that case the PIM
diagram must be complemented by the designer with a new classes, associa-
tions or attributes otherwise it is not possible to map the XML schemas on its
components. An extreme case is when a PIM diagram is missing at all.

3.3 Designing XML Databases

An existence of different XML formats representing the same data but in dif-
ferent ways naturally leads to a question of storing such data into a database.
Storing the data directly in their XML representation would lead to a lot of re-
dundancies in the database which is undesirable. This is because different XML
formats can represent the same data repeatedly in different XML structures.
We therefore need to identify these redundancies and eliminate them before the
storage. Hence, designing an optimal database schema for a set of XML formats
described by XML schemas is a challenging task.

In our work we tried to offer a solution to this problem. We comprehend the
XML schemas as descriptions of different views on the data. Finding an optimal
schema is then divided to two steps: In the first step, we identify possible sources
of redundancies in the given XML schemas and normalize them to remove the
redundancies from the respective XML data. The resulting XML schemas can
be used as a normalized schema of an XML database. If we need to use an
(object-)relational database, the second step must be performed which comprises



of mapping the normalized XML schemas to an (object-)relational database
schema. This second step is covered by another theme of our research described
in Section 5.2. Independently of whether the second step was applied or not, we
further need to reconstruct the original XML formats from the data stored in
the database.

In our work, we proposed how to perform the first step at the conceptual
level. In [49] we introduced an algorithm that has a PIM diagram and a set of
PSM diagrams modeling the XML formats as an input and produces a set of
normalized PSM diagrams as an output. From these normalized PSM diagrams,
a set of normalized XML schemas is then derived automatically. In [53] we
complemented this solution with a method for reconstructing the original XML
formats from the normalized data. The proposed algorithm generates an XQuery
expression for each non-normalized PSM diagram. The expression operates over
the normalized data stored in the database.

In our future work we will concentrate on designing XML databases in con-
junction with XML data evolution. This is a hot research topic today, since XML
data can evolve dynamically and changes in XML data and their schemas there-
fore have to be somehow propagated to the underlying database. Since XML
data evolution is an interesting problem on its own we dedicate it a separate
Section 6.

3.4 Designing Semantic Web Services

Another area where we applied the proposed conceptual model is designing web
services and describing their semantics. We published the results in [57]. Tech-
nologies of web services complemented with a layer describing semantics of web
services is called Semantic Web Services (SWS). The basic idea is that a syntac-
tical description of a SWS (usually in WSDL [15]) is mapped to an ontology that
provides a semantical description of the SWS. In practice there are usually vari-
ous web services in the system. Each has a different syntactical description since
the web services receive and send data in different XML formats. On the other
hand, they share the same problem domain with the same conceptualization,
i.e. ontology. Therefore, the syntactical descriptions of the web services must be
mapped to the ontology. However, the mapping must be created manually. In
our approach, we comprehend a PIM diagram as a simplified ontology and a set
of PSM diagrams as syntactical descriptions of the data exchanged among the
web services. Therefore, we are able to automatically derive the mappings of the
syntactical descriptions to the ontology and save time to designers.

In our future work in this area, we will mainly concentrate on data evolu-
tion since the interfaces of web services can evolve significantly in time or even
replaced at all.

4 Inference of XML Schemas

The problem of inference of XML schemas can be viewed as a subproblem of
their design. In particular, we are interested in automatic inference of an XML



schema from a given sample set of XML documents. Such automatically inferred
schema can be then used as a candidate schema further improved by a user
using an appropriate editor. From another point of view, we need to infer an
XML schema whenever we are provided with a schema-less document collection,
whereas its existence is crucial for further processing.

The existing solutions to the problem of automatic inference of an XML
schema can be classified [32] according to several criteria. Probably the most
interesting one is the type of the result (i.e. DTD or XSD) and the way it is
constructed, where we can distinguish heuristic methods and methods based on
inferring of a grammar.

Heuristic approaches [44, 67, 22] are based on experience with manual con-
struction of schemas. Their result does not belong to any special class of gram-
mars and, hence, we cannot say anything about its features. They are based on
generalization of a trivial schema using a set of predefined heuristic rules, such
as, e.g., “if there are more than three occurrences of an element, it is probable
that it can occur arbitrary times”. On the other hand, methods based on in-
ferring of a grammar [4, 10] output a particular class of languages with specific
characteristics. Although grammars accepting XML documents are context-free,
the problem can be reduced to inferring of a set of regular expressions, each for
a single element. But, since according to Gold’s theorem [23] regular languages
are not identifiable in the limit only from positive examples (i.e. sample XML
documents which should conform to the resulting schema), the existing methods
exploit restriction to an identifiable subclass of regular languages.

In our research we focussed on the following open issues [32]:

1. Most of the existing works infer a DTD or an XSD whose expressive power
does not get beyond expressive power of DTD.

2. Only a few approaches enable one to infer integrity constraints such as keys
and foreign keys.

3. Most of the existing approaches do not exploit additional available informa-
tion.

In the first case we proposed two improvements: Paper [65] describes an ap-
proach that enables one to infer two purely XSD constructs – elements having
the same name but different structure and unordered sequences of elements. For
this purpose it utilizes several verified approaches, such as ACO heuristics [18],
s,k-string [67] or k,h-context [4]. On the other hand, paper [37] deals with a
different aspect of XML Schema – plenty of “syntactic sugar”, i.e. the ability
to express equivalent XSDs using distinct constructs. To determine the optimal
syntax we exploit semantics of element/attribute names and statistical analysis
on the input XML data. This way we are able to output schemas that carry ad-
ditional information of the data, such as shared contents or more precise content
models.

In the second case we proposed an approach [54] that enables one to infer
identity constraints, i.e. keys and foreign keys. What is more, since the approach
is based on the analysis of XML queries, it is much more efficient than approaches



analyzing the input data. We propose a set of rules that enable one to determine
whether a selected value certainly is or certainly is not an identity constraint.
In addition, due to its nature, the approach can be used an an extension of any
existing XML schema inference method.

As for the exploitation of additional input information we focussed on two
aspects – exploitation of possibly existing XML queries [54] and exploitation of
existing but already obsolete XML schema [36]. The former approach has already
been described. In the latter case we exploit an observation that an XML schema
is often [43] considered as a kind of documentation. Hence, if the data evolve, the
respective schema is not adapted to the changes. In the proposed approach we
exploit the information from such obsolete schema assuming that it still carries
several valid information. In case there is no useful information, the inference
complexity is the same as in existing works. However, in case there are usable
fragments, we do not need to infer them again.

Our current and future work in this area focuses mainly on integrating of
user interaction which is the key aspect in case multiple solutions are available
and the searching is made only using heuristics. In fact, there seems to be no
work, that would deal with this topic in detail, taking into account reasonable
requirements for user’s skills and amount of decisions to be made. Next, we
will deal with inference of further XSD specific features, in particular integrity
constraints. And, finally, since for further processing of the respective XML data
also constraints that cannot be expressed in XSD may be useful, we will try to
get also beyond its expressive power.

5 Exploitation of XML Schemas

Currently there are two key purposes of XML schemas. Firstly, an XML schema
is considered as a set of rules the input XML documents must fulfill to be
processed correctly. In other words, they ensure validity of the input XML data.
Secondly, the information XML schemas bear is exploited in various approaches
for optimization purposes.

In general, one of the classical optimization strategies is exploitation of simi-
larity of data. In case of XML data we can analyze similarity of XML documents,
XML schemas or between the two groups. We focussed mainly the second ap-
proach, i.e. similarity of XML schemas, which we exploit in our next research
topic XML-to-relational mapping strategies. In particular, having the input data
expressed in XML, a natural requirement of any application is to store and pro-
cess them efficiently. One of the most reliable approaches is to map the XML data
into relations, i.e. to exploit verified and robust relational database management
systems (RDBMSs).

5.1 Similarity of XML Schemas

The existing methods for measuring similarity of XML schemas [40] combine var-
ious supplemental information and auxiliary similarity measures such as, e.g.,



predefined similarity rules, similarity of element/attribute names, equality of
data types, similarity of schema instances or previous results, etc. [16, 27] But,
in general, the approaches focus mostly on semantic aspects, whereas structural
ones are of marginal importance. And, what is more, most of the existing works
consider only DTD constructs, whereas if the XML Schema language is sup-
ported, the constructs beyond DTD expressive power are often ignored.

In our research we focussed on the following open issues:

1. Deeper involvement of structural information of the compared schema frag-
ments.

2. Similarity of complex XML Schema constructs.

3. Reasonable tuning of weights of the similarity measure.

In the former case we proposed an approach [66] that analyzes the structure
of input DTD fragments in detail. For this purpose we exploit and modify a well-
known and verified strategy – tree-edit distance. However, at the same time, we
enable one to involve also the semantics of element/attribute names and, hence,
to provide more precise information on similarity of the input. Next, on the basis
of this preliminary approach, we further proposed its extension to XSD [33, 34].
Firstly, we defined equivalence classes of XML Schema constructs in terms of
both structure and semantics. Then, we modified the original approach so that
it considers or omits the equivalencies depending on user requirements. And, in
addition, we included also the analysis of specific intervals of occurrences and
various simple data types supported by XML Schema.

Last but not least, we focussed on the problem of tuning of weights of the
similarity measure. As we have mentioned, each of the XML schema similarity
measures consist of several specific functions expressing similarity of particular
aspect of the analyzed data. These partial results are then combined into a
single result, usually using a weighted sum. The question is how to set these
weights realistically. For this purpose we proposed a similarity measure [41] that
exploits characteristics and results of statistical analysis of real-world XML data
[43], i.e. an information based on observations of reality and not a setting based
on “author’s experience” commonly used in existing works.

Our future work in the area of XML similarity will focus mainly on further
exploitation of similarity of XML schemas in various areas, as well as optimiza-
tion strategies of similarity evaluation. In the former case we intent to deal with
the problem of data integration and related issue of similarity of XML docu-
ments and XML schemas. In the latter case we are dealing with the problem
of setting the weights of similarity measure as well as similarity threshold using
reasonable user interaction. In general, most of the exiting works consider the
ability to set these parameters according to requirements of a specific application
as an advantage. However, it is not an easy task to find the reasonable setting.



5.2 XML-to-Relational Mapping Strategies

At present, there exists a plenty of works concerning database-based3 XML data
management [38]. All major database vendors support XML and even the SQL
standard was extended with a new part (SQL/XML) which introduces operations
on XML data. The main concern of the techniques is the choice of the way XML
data are stored into relations – so-called XML-to-relational mapping. On the
basis of exploitation of information from XML schema we distinguish schema-
oblivious (e.g. [21]) and schema-driven (e.g. [61]) methods. From the point of
view of the input data we distinguish fixed methods (e.g. [21, 61]) which store
the data on the basis of their model and adaptive methods (e.g. [26, 12, 69,
68]), where also additional information on the future application are taken into
account. And there are also techniques based on user involvement which can be
divided to user-defined (see [6]) and user-driven (e.g. [7, 19, 31]), where in the
former case a user defines both the relational schema and the required mapping,
whereas in the latter case a user specifies just local mapping changes of a default
storage strategy.

Currently the most efficient XML-to-relational storage strategies are the
adaptive methods [39]. The reason is that they evaluate several fixed mapping
strategies for particular XML schema fragments and choose the combination
which suits the target application (specified using a sample set of XML queries
and XML documents) the most. The user-driven methods can be viewed as a
special type of adaptive methods too. The difference is that the mapping strate-
gies are for selected schema fragments specified by a user.

In our recent research we proposed several improvements of adaptive meth-
ods. In papers [42, 30] we propose an approach which extends user-driven strate-
gies with exploitation of similarity of XML schema fragments (as described be-
fore). It is based on a simple observation that it is highly probable that struc-
turally and/or semantically similar schema fragments should be stored in a sim-
ilar way. The approach focuses on the way of finding such similar fragments and
their combination to the resulting mapping.

On the other hand, in paper [35] we further improve the classical adaptive
strategies, in particular the process of searching the optimal strategy using the
ACO heuristics [18]. It enables one to find the optimum more efficiently than
simple heuristics used in the existing papers and without getting stuck in local
optimums. In addition, we describe the way classical adaptive strategies can be
combined with user-driven methods. We result from the idea that for selected
schema fragments a user may specify directly the mapping strategy, while for
others it is much convenient to specify the set of expected queries. We propose
an approach that enables to exploit both these information to find the optimal
mapping strategy.

3 In the rest of the paper the term “database” represents a RDBMS.



6 XML Data Evolution

Another problem related to XML is XML data evolution. Since most of the
applications using XML are usually dynamic, sooner or later the structure of
the XML data needs to be changed. At the same time, we still need to be able
to work with the old as well as new data without any loss. In relation to this
topic, we usually speak about so-called schema evolution, i.e. a situation that
a schema of the data is updated and we need to apply these updates on the
respective data to revalidate them against the evolving schema.

Currently there exist several works dealing with this topic, however most
of them focus on separate aspects such as evolution of XML schemas [5, 24,
62, 63], XML data [13], or conceptual diagrams [20, 25]. In our recent work, we
concentrate on this problem from a more general perspective. An important point
is that it is necessary to consider various XML formats in a system that represent
the same data in different XML structures. Therefore, a change in one XML
format (i.e. its XML schema) can cause additional changes in the others. With
this on mind, we show that schema evolution has several different levels that
are highly related and influence each other. In particular we deal with five levels
– extensional, operational, logical, platform-specific and platform-independent.
The overall picture of the proposed XML data evolution architecture is depicted
in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. 5-level XML Evolution Approach

The topmost level contains a PIM diagram of the problem domain and it
is therefore called platform-independent level. It describes the domain indepen-
dently of various representations of the domain in XML formats. The next level
is called platform-specific level and contains a PSM diagram for each consid-
ered XML format. The level beneath the platform-specific level is called logical
level and contains for each considered type of XML documents an XML schema
that specifies the logical structure of the XML documents. Its components are
mapped to the PIM diagram via the corresponding PSM diagram from the upper



level. The lowest level is called extensional level and contains XML documents.
It contains a set of XML documents for each considered type. The level between
the extensional and logical level is called operational level and contains XML
queries over the XML documents. For each type of XML documents we consider
several queries.

The architecture allows a designer to make a change at any level (except
the query level). The locations of possible changes are depicted in a bold line. It
further ensures a propagation of the change to the other levels as depicted by the
arrows. In particular, if a change in a given XML format is made, the architecture
ensures an automatic propagation of the change to the other XML schemas. For
this automatic propagation, we define a set of atomic edit operations for each
evolution level as well as mappings between the operations at each two subsidiary
levels.

A natural question is how we can build the proposed architecture. In the
worst case, only raw XML data and queries over the XML data are present.
Therefore, there are neither XML schemas, nor PSM and/or PIM diagrams.
In that case we can utilize our results presented in the previous sections. In
particular, we are able to infer XML schemas of the XML documents using the
methods presented in Section 4 and reverse engineer these XML schemas to a
PIM diagram as we showed in Section 5.2.

This research topic is mainly a matter of our future work even thought some
results are ready to be published. The most important problem to solve is to
define a consistent set of edit operations and their mappings between the levels.
An important issue is also extending our prototype case tool [3] with the pro-
posed evolution approach. This would allow to evaluate our evolution approach
experimentally.

7 Conclusion

The knowledge of the structure of XML data, i.e. their XML schema is a crucial
aspect not only to ensure that we work with correct data, but, in particular,
as a key optimization approach to XML data processing. In this paper we have
described the topics related to XML schema we have been dealing with during
our recent research, as well as the respective results and achievements. In partic-
ular, this includes designing and inferring XML schemas, measuring similarity
of XML schemas, storing XML data in relational databases and XML data evo-
lution. We have also described the remaining open issues or challenges we are
currently dealing with to optimize the process of creating XML schemas, as well
as the ways they can be exploited.
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